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Wireless charging receiver usb c

Univeral Ultra-thin USB Type C USB-C Qi needed Wireless Charging Charger Receiver Module Coil for mobile phones (SKU: CHLGGEN5001K) This is a USB Type C (USB-C) wireless charging receiver that differs from the traditional micro USB interface. Make sure you have the right
receiver for your device. If you're not sure, please contact the device's technical support first or contact us first via eBay message. 100% Brand new This USB Type C (USB-C) wireless charging receiver module comes with filter garb, strong anti-interference capability, more uniform and
more stable magnetic field. Qi wireless charging receiver, specially designed for phones with all types of USB Type C (USB-C) port. Adding wireless charging by simply connecting the receiver to your phone's USB Type C (USB-C) port works well with any Qi charger. Easy to use and
FCC/CE/ROHS certified. Specifications: Receiver Input: 5W Charging efficiency: &gt;80% Wireless charging distance: 2-5mm Frequency: 100-200kHz Input: DC 5V 1500mA Charging Output: DC 5V 1000mA Support One to One Charging: (Module size) 85mm x 45mm x 0.8mm (L x W x H)
(cable length) 25mm Compatible for: any Qi Wireless Charging Pad compatible with qi v.1.0 + v.1.1) WPC Standard wireless charging protocol. Color: Black package included: ONE USB Type C (USB-C) charging receiver (Factory Non-Retail/Bulk Packaging) How to use: Open the back of
your phone.* Connect the receiver module to your phone's USB Type C (USB-C) port. Turn the receiver over and close the tailgate. Place the mobile phone on the Qi wireless charging pad and it should start charging. *For phones with no removable back, simply connect the receiver
module to your phone's USB Type C port (USB-C) and clap and cover the receiver with a click on the case, as seen in gallery photos. NOTES: Qi wireless charging pad excluded. Use your own or buy separately in our eBay Store. We are not liable for damage caused by improper
installation or use of this item. Make sure you have the knowledge before you use this item. Write Review This product has not yet received any reviews. Check out this product first! All Things USBWire /Wireless Chargers &amp; Docks The latest Top reviews use this Qi receiver to enter a
wireless charging world without messy cables! We now present you with the latest and slimmest Qi wireless charging receiver, which allows you to enjoy the great conveniences of wireless charging. Works for: Google Pixel, Pixel 2, XL, 2 XL, 3, 3a, 3a XL. Samsung Galaxy S10, S9, S9+,
S8, S8+, Note 9, 8, C9 pro, C7 pro, A9S, A9 Star, A6, A3, Samsung W2019, W2018. Huawei Nova 7 Pro, 7, 7 SE, 6 5G, 6 5z, 5 Pro, 5i Pro, 5i. Huawei P40, P30, P20, P10, P10 Plus, P10 Lite, P9, P9 Plus, P9 Lite, P8, P8 Plus. Huawei Mate20 X(5G), Mate20 Pro, Mate10, Mate Pro.
Huawei Honor X10, 10, 10Lite, 9, 8, 8, LG G6, G5, G4, Stylo 4, V20, Vu 2, Vu 3. HTC U11, U11 plus, 10. Nokia X6, 7 Plus, 8. Motorola Droid X, G6, G6 Plus, Z, Z Play.etcâ€¦. Key specifications: Input Current: 5V@2A (required) output voltage: 5V DC Output Current: Max 1300mA
Efficiency: â¥¥73% Working temperature: 45âƒ Certification: FCC, CE. Do not use: âœ cases &gt;5mm in thick âœ cases with metal ring or plates âœ metal cases Hot tips: 1.To charge your phone quickly, Output Flow from phone wireless charger is required up to 2A. 2.Make sure the
receiver and charger are in the correct position. 3.Do not use metal or thick enclosures, as the radio signal cannot pass through. 4.It canâ€ ™ not work with type A or B loading port. This Qi receiver is flat between your phone and case. Presto! Wireless charging for cheap. Photo by Rick
Broida/CNET Do you suffer from Qi envy? Want to charge your phone by putting it on a path? Sorry, that's only for owners of fancy, highfalutin phones. If you want wireless charging, you need to buy new ones. Except no, you don't. I recently spent $13 for a gizmo that adds wireless
charging to almost every Android phone. And you know what? It works! (If you're an iPhone owner, the same option applies: Add wireless charging to your iPhone.) Disclaimer: CNET may get some of the revenue from selling the products featured on this page. This is what a typical Qi
receiver looks like on the back of an iPhone 5S. It's not fixed to it, but there's a strip of glue if you want it to be. Photo by Rick Broida/CNET How is that actually possible? Don't worry, you don't have to pry your case open and go crazy with a soldering iron. This is a plug-and-play solution.
But first, let's talk about mechanics. Wireless (aka inductive) phone charging dates back to 2012 and the HTC Droid DNA. Today, you will find the possibility in about a dozen models, most of them from Motorola and Samsung.But those phones were manufactured with Qi (pronounced as
chee) receivers built in. Where's the rest of us? With a surprisingly simple, inexpensive and effective option: a paper-thin Qi receiver that sticks to the back of your phone. It does require full-time access to the Micro-USB or Type-C port, but not at the expense of using your own case. Here's
the result of my $13 experiment. See all the pictures +11 More Is it really just $13? Having tried this though with the above iPhone, I knew I could find Android-compatible Qi pads for about the same price. Sure enough, Amazon had this Nillkin Type C Wireless Charging Receiver for $12.99 -
one of many virtually identical products that sell under different brand names. (You like similar products in the UK for £5-£11, and in Australia for around find.) I opted for a USB-C connector so I could test it with a Motorola Moto X4 ($330 at Amazon), but Nillkin Nillkin Micro-USB versions for



the same price. The only real requirement is that your phone's charging port is in the middle. A few older and/or odd phones might have it on one side, which wouldn't work. One thing to note is the length of the ribbon cable. Ultimately, you want the receiver to be more or less in the middle of
the back of your phone. I chose the small version of the Qi receiver, which was perfectly suited for the 5.2-inch Moto X4. I think only phablet owners would need a big one. Problems with it? The receiver is barely thicker than a sheet of paper, so it adds no noticeable bulk or weight. It's
designed to sit between your phone and your case, but there's a small 3M glue in the middle of the pad if you usually go without a case. (I don't recommend this, because it's far too easy for the path to get caught and ripped off. Plus, it's not really a great look.) Speaking of cases, if you
chose a clear to maintain the aesthetics of your phone, obviously you are going to see the path. And if it's an ultra-thin case, the slight bulge could prevent it from fitting properly. I tested it with a black Spigen case, one that I would describe as medium thick. Charging worked as advertised - I
just put the phone down on a Qi pad - and the receiver didn't interfere with the fit of the case. Now Playing: Watch here: Real wireless charging comes One thing to consider - and this applies to any phone that uses wireless charging - is that if you use a magnetic auto-mount, the mounting
plate will probably stand in the way of the receiver. (Similarly, most phone grabs, such as the PopSocket or Spigen ring, will prevent your phone from lying flat, which is needed to charge.) Other than that, there's only one real problem: It's hard to remove the receiver's connection without first
removing the case. How often do you have to do that? Depends on how often you find yourself needing to charge via conventional cable. If you're deploying Qi pads or stands on your desk, bedside table, and dashboard, this may not be a problem at all. My experience with the Nillkin Qi pad
and a Moto X4: very good. Your mileage may vary, of course, depending on the receiver you buy, the case you have, the charging pad you use and so on. But for just $13 or so (plus the cost of at least one pad), this is a fun and affordable way to dip your toe into wireless charging waters.
View all photos +26 More Originally published January 10, 2018.Update, January 7, 2019: New information added. Read more: All the latest Amazon couponsCNET's Cheapskate scours the web for great deals on tech products and more. For the deals and updates, follow the Cheapskate
on Facebook and Twitter. Find more great purchases on the CNET Deals page and check out our CNET Coupons page for the latest promo codes from Best Buy, Walmart, Amazon and more. Questions about Cheapskate blog? Find the answers on our FAQ page. Page.
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